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TO: St. Louis Area Residents

FROM: Frank Bommarito

RE: First Debate - No Answers

Spending 90 plus minutes watching two candidates continue to harm one another’s reputation 

was not what will help the American voter make an informed decision on which candidate 

should be our 45th President.

Post readers, in the past few months, revealed 20 topics that they had serious concerns about for our 

country’s future.  They were mostly related to the economy, safety, foreign policy, jobs, law and order, 

immigration and education.

When some of the topics were getting some serious attention and exposure, we found that one 

or the other of the candidates, who did not like how it was going, were allowed to switch back to 

ridiculing or use the blame game distraction to avoid what might have been the start of a solution 

that both could agree on.  With only 37 days until November 8th, isn’t it time to go beyond why 

Donald Trump won’t release his taxes or why Hilary Clinton’s closest helpers need to take the fifth 

or get immunity before testifying and find out who really has a plan and the talent to fix our current 

problems?

Because that first debate was cluttered with innuendos and harsh, careless charges, “we the people” 

did not get much of the help we were seeking from the so-called debate so that we could become 

truly informed voters this election.  

The truth is, both candidates are very aware of all the topics that Post readers and other Americans 

want answered. 

The big question is; Is it possible for the sponsors and moderators of the next three debates to give 

us, the American voters, a vehicle that we can count on to get both candidates to openly expose 

where they stand on our country’s key issues? 

Somehow the gotcha questions, sensationalism, sound bites, character assassination lies and 

innuendos and partial truths with little substance have all became players in too many of our recent 

campaigns and elections.  This should never be or ever play any part in choosing an American 

President.  It’s unacceptable and a childish way of doing business.  

Take note, 88 million American voters chose to watch Monday night’s debate.  They were serious 

about who or what they are going to vote for and are hungry for true and accurate information.  So 

beware if you are still doing it the old fashioned way, change is coming.

Once again, this American voter is looking forward to the next debate, happening right here at 

Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri on October 9th and once again, I will be seeking 

answers that will make me a confident, informed voter. 
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